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Protect the proposed Douglas-fir National Monument

“Only by committing half of the planet’s surface can we hope to save the immensity of life forms that compose it.”

E.O. Wilson , biologist and naturalist in Half Earth, Our Planet’s Fight for Life

The proposed Douglas-fir National Monument is our piece of Half Earth. This beleaguered tract of land provides an on-the-ground opportunity to bring back the natural forest. How? Restoration Forestry:

- Thin the weak trees that have grown up in the single-species, single aged trees planted after the forest was clearcut.
- Plant more recent clearcuts with a mix of native trees, spaced naturally.
- Apply prescribe fire to clear out the built-up debris on the forest floor.
- Remove un-needed roads that are eroding into the pristine streams.
- Close other un-needed roads to prevent the spread of invasive species and access for human-caused fires.
- Stop new clearcutting on the remaining and restored natural forest.

Please return this petition to:

David Stone  2255 Hideaway Ct  Eugene, OR  97401